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ABSTRACT
American companies engaged in manufacturing are in the 
midst of adjusting to increasingly stiff foreign competition 
as they attempt to satisfy the demands of expanding global 
markets. U.S. manufacturing must continue the movement toward 
leaner, more streamlined production if they are to survive 
with the new market realities. Computerizing different 
aspects in the accounting, production, planning, and marketing 
divisions has been central in the quest for higher 
productivity for four decades. Research is now centering on 
the integration of these systems and the goal is to integrate 
the accounting, planning and marketing functions of the 
organization with the automated manufacturing systems.
The problem is the lack of a workable unifying conceptual 
model under which system integration can occur. Our research 
has designed a system model that provides the advantages of 
integration without a reorganization of subsystem software. 
The major results of our model design furnish evidence that a 
system can provide the essential elements for the sharing of 
subsystem information.
CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The nature of manufacturing continues to change in the 
world. The political barriers to trade in Eastern Europe are 
dissolving rapidly after almost half a century. China is 
cautiously opening its doors to foreign commerce. America and 
Canada have a free trade agreement and President Bush proposes 
to expand the concept to include Mexico. Developing companies 
in third world countries throughout the world are 
participating in building a truly global marketplace. As 
these barriers to commerce fall and American firms search for 
opportunities in the form of new markets, organizational 
threats appear from every corner as the foreign conglomerates 
form and expand seeking their own share of the market.
American companies engaged in manufacturing are in the 
midst of adjusting to the increasingly stiff foreign 
competition as they attempt to satisfy the demands of 
expanding markets. U.S. manufacturing must continue the 
movement toward leaner, more streamlined production if they 
are to survive with the new market realities. One tool 
continues to contribute greatly, the computer. Computerizing 
different aspects in the accounting, production, planning, and 
marketing divisions has been central in the quest for higher 
productivity for four decades. Research is now centering on
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the integration of these systems. "All of manufacturing is 
moving toward a concept of integration in which manufacturing 
and design are no longer independent entities..." (Bedworth, 
1987). A more recent examination by Bedworth might well 
expand the focus of integration beyond manufacturing and 
design to include the accounting, planning and marketing 
functions of the organization.
The drive for corporate survival in the highly 
competitive environment has fostered research into new 
methodologies not only in the production of goods but the 
management of the production facility and work force. The 
movement toward including the front-line employee in the 
decision making process and the managerial need for timely 
information is critical to organizational health. However, a 
system to support such a movement is unavailable.
The problem is the lack of a workable unifying conceptual 
model under which system integration can occur.
Research in the field has produced a uniformity of 
opinion on the major issues requiring attention: 
o each company will have unique requirements 
o organizational units must share data 
o the system must be easy to use and understand 
o a flexible control mechanism is necessary.
The proper design and development of communication interfaces 
will determine the efficacy of the integration effort. Both 
of the research teams who published their software designs 
(Ebner and Vollmann, 1988; Naylor and Volz, 1987) chose to 
rely on the utilization of a single programming language and 
record design. Unity of purpose, data design and language 
provide for all issues save overall flexibility.
METHODOLOGY
The rationale driving our research is to design a system 
model that provides the advantages of integration without the 
burden of a major subsystem reorganization resulting from a 
language conversion. The purpose of the model is to establish 
a design that will incorporate and link software with the 
divergent needs imposed by the functional divisions existing 
in today's manufacturing environment.
Our approach is to utilize a methodology which originated 
in signal processing and has moved into other areas of 
developmental prototypes, the blackboard system. We exploit 
the contributory nature of a blackboard solution by the 
careful design of a control mechanism suited to high-level 
systems integration.
The major results of our model design and supporting 
prototype furnish evidence that a blackboard system can 
provide the essential elements for the sharing of subsystem 
information. Horizontal and vertical subsystem communication
is accomplished by a design that supports intermediate 
"translator" programs which can use data files generated by 
the otherwise incompatible representation formats of 
subsystems previously designed with a singular purpose in 
mind.
The conclusion of Chapter Five states the essence of this 
research. A model for the integration of system modules must 
provide not only artificial intelligence assistance, a 
hierarchial nature, communication facilities and evolutionary 
system expansion flexibility but the system must support a 
flexible communication protocol to provide for further 
interface development.
The following chapter examines the related research while 
Chapter Three presents the model design. The software 
prototype developed to test our model is chronicled in Chapter 
Four and the final chapter evaluates our work in the wider 
context.
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE SURVEY
BACKGROUND
The first software system incorporated into a 
business environment was Electronic Data Processing. Designed 
to handle large volumes of data and produce statements and 
reports, EDP supported the operational aspects of a business. 
Advancing technology computerized the middle management 
organizational needs, the forecasting and simulation analysis 
techniques which serve upper management, and, more recently, 
the text handling, report writing and telecommunications 
systems necessary in today's fast-paced business world.
Manufacturing enterprises also involved themselves in 
this technology revolution which has become known as 
Information Management Systems (Kozar, 1989). The production 
of goods has requirements peculiar to it alone in the business 
world which include product design, process planning, 
manufacturing control, materials flow, inventory and machine 
control. Efforts have focused on computerizing these 
individual systems with considerable success, but with little 
or no interaction.
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6THE MODERN FACTORY
The Industrial Revolution placed machine power in the 
hands of the worker. The modernized factory of today more 
typically replaces human-powered or human-controlled tasks 
with a machine-powered or machine-controlled mechanism 
(Harrington, 1984). Each automated step is hailed as a 
breakthrough. These individual advances serve, however, as 
automated replacements. The changes are confined to a small 
and localized aspect of the manufacturing environment, perhaps 
to limit the resulting disturbance and turmoil to a minimum 
(Harrington, 1984).
The modern factory is therefore the result of automating 
aspects of the more traditional production facility. The 
current manufacturing plant has a list of processes that are 
computer aided: design, process planning, manufacturing,
engineering, and numerically controlled machines. Harrington 
describes this jigsaw puzzle of manufacturing bits as a 
reflection of processes previously designed to fit human labor 
being replaced by automation. Pockets of automation are the 
result. Communication is the necessary ingredient and 
automating the traditional factory results in the pockets of 
automation becoming islands of information. Harrington 
contends the highly automated factory is no longer bound by 
human-communication constraints and that a science of 
manufacturing should direct future enhancements.
Information processing is the pivotal connection in the 
automated factory. The goal of manufacturing is direct 
connection between systems and devices (Messina and Tricomi, 
1990). In fact, a second industrial revolution centers on the 
"computer-based information technologies that improve the 
productivity of manufacturing systems through improved 
communication and control" (White and Mitchell, 1989). 
Computer Integrated Manufacturing, CIM, the most recent 
advanced technology in the field, has a goal of integrating 
all aspects of production. The enabling factor will be a 
cohesive common database accessible on a factory-wide computer 
network (White and Mitchell, 1989).
The establishment of the common database and a fully 
supportive communication system becomes a vital element in 
competitive automated factories. The degree of integration, 
however, is directly related to the development of interfaces 
between manufacturing subsystems and the communication system 
(Messina and Tricomi, 1990). Most corporations are 
hierarchially layered to promote the traditional chain-of- 
command management style. The company is grouped according to 
the perceived function of each part of the company. Most CIM 
architectures mirror this grouping (Messina and Tricomi, 
1990). Such systems provide troublesome solutions because 
communication systems that satisfy the requests to automate 
existing situations simply reenforce present management 
techniques. A newly installed system based on the old pattern
lacks a great deal of direct communication among the 
functional parts (White and Mitchell, 1989). To achieve 
greater productivity, a new theory of business and 
manufacturing is necessary.
THE POST-MODERN FACTORY
A science of manufacturing, as suggested by Harrington
and applied by Roboam and Fox (1990), reveals four major 
concepts in the development of the modern factory:
1. Priority placed on resources led to the manufacture 
of items based on maximum resource utilization. 
Inventories, however, may differ markedly from 
market demands.
2. Forecasting methods were used to reduce inventories 
and manufacturing activities were planned 
accordingly. Material Requirement Planning (MRP) 
I, works well in stable markets but begins to fail 
when the market demands increased product 
customization.
3. MRP II provides additional functions to augment MRP
I. Scheduling, load planning, stock management, 
dispatching, and other enhancements broaden the 
perspective but provide little flexibility.
4. The present goal tries to optimize the response 
capacity of the organization in order to provide
9the flexibility to manufacture what is sold (Roboam 
and Fox, 1990).
The underlying premise of CIM, to provide this needed 
flexibility, can only be achieved using "more effective 
planning and better coordination across corporate functions" 
(White and Mitchell, 1989). Communication not only should but 
must cross functional lines.
Peter Drucker (1990) explains that the post-modern 
factory can reach this optimum flexibility by organizing along 
four principles:
1. Statistical Quality Control which identifies the 
quality and productivity associated with a 
production process. The value is the immediate 
recognition of problem areas. SQC has a tremendous 
impact on the social organization of the factory by 
shifting the responsibility for quality control to 
the workers.
2. Accounting practices that use time as the unit of 
measure. In order to integrate manufacturing with 
business strategy, the real cost of an item must be 
viewed as the time invested from design to 
inventory storage.
3. Modular design, or the flotilla concept, of 
production organization which breaks down the 
single command and control style of management. 
Each module will have its share of control and this
10
will allow more maneuverability resulting in a more 
rapid response to changing market conditions.
4. A systems approach that embeds the physical process 
of making things in the economic process of the 
business of creating value (Drucker, 1990).
The common thread and indispensable element throughout 
this process of factory evolution is a well-designed 
communication system.
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RELATED RESEARCH
The focus of communication system research for the 
manufacturing environment is defining the problem, recognizing 
the needs and requirements, and providing a framework from 
which to build a system. Galloway and White (1988), however, 
evaluate the situation from a more basic position and 
characterize a communication system as a service operation 
within a company. Other researchers build upon this 
foundation in their own work.
STRUCTURE AND SCOPE
C. L. Ang describes the integration of manufacturing as
not generic. He defines CIM's aim as achieving a production 
balance of people and automation by using database and data 
communication technologies to integrate the automated segments 
of the factory. The result is that individual companies will 
require their own unique balance and therefore their own form 
of integration. Ang goes on to describe a methodology to 
guide system designers and implementers which include a 
functional analysis of the situation, the creation of a model, 
and a cost/benefit analysis. This leads to a top-down design 
and a bottom-up implementation (Ang, 1989).
Ang's work provides a cautionary approach to integration. 
He guides the reader through a list of necessary prerequisites
12
and ends with a call for industrial standards for data 
communication and exchanges. Ang's presentation makes no 
mention of having constructed a model or provides any hint of 
implementation.
Davis and Jones introduce their research into the design 
of integrating architectures by suggesting an effective system 
is elusive because the problems are not well understood. The 
results of each manufacturing function must be integrated with 
all of the others and that requires the data from each 
function to be collected, verified, and disseminated to other 
units in the organization. They offer mathematical concepts 
useful in the functional design of architectures (Davis and 
Jones, 1980 ) .
Their paper offers a collection of models including 
constraints, decisions, objectives, and control strategies 
required of every attempted system of integration. No 
implementation plans were presented.
Messina and Tricomi describe not only the need for an 
integrated system for manufacturing but the main features and 
requirements for each layer in the hierarchially divided 
corporation. They stress the need for directly connecting 
hardware and software supplied by different vendors and the 
fundamental importance of a fully supportive communication 
system.
13
Formal information normally flows vertically in
organizations. Messina and Tricomi stress that industrial 
environments require specially designed communication to 
facilitate the horizontal flow. Such a design, they say, 
should include support for planning, production engineering 
and management, supply of materials, and the other
manufacturing functions and should respond to the
environmental issues of production such as real-time response 
and resistance to hazardous working conditions on the shop 
floor. They support what they refer to as an Industrial Local 
Area Network (Messina and Tricomi, 1990).
The work of Messina and Tricomi is an excellent 
assessment of the needs of industrial communication and a 
clear and detailed physical architecture of such a system. 
However, they stop short of presenting a theoretical design 
for the controlling software and even caution that many 
problems are yet to be solved. They do conclude, as many 
others have, by emphasizing the importance of standards in the 
development of communication systems.
PROTOTYPE AND RESEARCH ATTEMPTS
An industrial planning software package was developed by 
M. A. Mustafa using a microcomputer platform. He has 
integrated optimizing techniques from operations research with 
expert system techniques using a spreadsheet format. His 
package provides Decision Support System (DSS) modeling
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capabilities in a familiar, easy-to-use format (Mustafa, 
1989).
Although modest in scope, Mustafa's research and 
literature survey signify a need for artificial intelligence 
help and a well-known form of presentation when creating more 
powerful software.
A "conceptual framework for integrated manufacturing 
system control software" was developed by Naylor and Volz. 
Their premise is that software is the hinderance to integrated 
manufacturing. Typical factories utilize programmable 
machines and controllers, robots, and materials handling and 
storage/retrieval systems. The missing ingredient is the 
software that will effectively and efficiently tie the parts 
together (Naylor and Volz, 1987).
The special purpose nature of the components of most 
systems and the lack of modern software techniques combine 
with no overall theoretical base for integration to result in 
a formidable software obstacle. Their research at the 
University of Michigan is based on the following key concepts:
• recursively defined hardware/software components
• formal semantic models of the components
• generic components that can be used to build real
ones
• libraries of components
• a common distributed language environment.
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The language requirement ensures intercomponent communication 
(Naylor and Volz 1987).
A most difficult problem to overcome in software 
integration is the lack of a formal model. It provides an 
understanding of the system and a basis from which to work. 
The work of Naylor and Volz has provided an invaluable example 
and base from which systems under development could benefit. 
Although they have tested their approach using the Ada 
language and simulation, they point out the difficulty of 
designing "generic factory components" and that it is unlikely 
to be achievable. Perhaps this is too ambitious a goal. A 
model that allows diversity might be more realistic. Their 
theory does, however, make clear the advantage of an 
"assemblage of submodels" and of the necessity of 
communication between the subassemblies. Communication 
between subassemblies is the heart of integration.
However, one of their main points is that software is the 
missing ingredient. Their chosen approach, thus, seems more 
applicable to new ground-up systems. The cost in time and 
money to convert an existing system might prove prohibitive. 
A better choice for integration of existing situations might 
be software that is flexible enough to allow different 
subassemblies to operate essentially as designed. The 
software model would then be required to interface with all 
the subsystems. While this is no simple matter, it would not 
require existing systems to be completely rewritten.
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In their 1990 conference paper, Roboam and Fox report on 
some of the recent work at the Center for Integrated 
Manufacturing Decision Systems at Carnegie Mellon University. 
(See also Fox, 1987, for a broad view of the work at the 
Center for Integrated Manufacturing Decision Systems.) Their 
present position supports the notion that since most of 
manufacturing is distributed by nature, integration will best 
be achieved by the creation of an Intelligent Network (IN). 
The architecture of the IN has six layers:
Network - provides for message passing and
synchronization between nodes in the system.
Data - supplies a formal query language for such 
messages.
Information - manages access to information stored 
in the nodes.
Organization - allows automatic communication of
information based on the responsibilities and 
goals associated with each node in the 
manufacturing organization.
Coordination - defines protocols for problem solving 
involving more than one node.
Market - supports the distribution of tasks and 
negotiation of change between nodes.
(Roboam and Fox, 1990)
The Market layer deserves further mention. Its function 
is to answer questions about the marketing environment. This 
is the intelligent DSS aspect of their system. It models 
events external to the company. The remainder of their paper 
focuses on the top three layers which have been implemented in 
Common LISP. The currently constructed nodes contain a
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Problem Solver, a Knowledge Base, a Knowledge Base Manager, 
and a Communication Manager. They offer no discussion of 
implementation details.
Roboam and Fox acknowledge that a problem arises in 
searching the distributed nodes for knowledge when problem 
solving. This would appear to be a recurring problem in such 
a decentralized architecture.
Ebner and Vollmann ( 1988) have presented an assessment of 
the "competitive thrust" for each of the past three decades. 
The dominant thrust of the 1960s was cost, that of the 1970s 
was market, and the 1980s brought quality. Manufacturing of 
the 1990s will be controlled by time based competition (Ebner 
and Vollmann, 1988). The strategy for meeting this demand is 
company responsiveness. They have developed a prototype 
system called the Integrated Manufacturing Planning System 
(IMPS) at Boston University with support from Digital 
Equipment Corporation. Their system architecture consists of 
five modules:
• strategic planning
• vendor management
• capacity management
• delivery management
• data integrity and control.
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The strategic planning and delivery management modules have 
been implemented and demonstrated. For example, the strategic 
planning module outputs a scenario for the next planning 
period. The system is characterized as utilizing a single 
database from which decisions are made and a "special-function 
rule-based expert system" to assist in the evaluation of 
alternative solutions. Their research stresses the need for 
a "build-test-modify" system as opposed to the "specify-build" 
approach to system design (Ebner and Vollmann, 1988).
This build-test-modify concept is worthy of further 
consideration. The idea here is that accepted systems 
analysis techniques require an exhaustive investigation into 
the requirements of a computerized system and then produces 
detailed specifications that are coded (or "built"). Such an 
approach is doomed to failure in a rapidly changing 
environment. The real system will be ever changing and 
constantly improved. A build-test-modify system is based on 
the premise that information systems must be constructed in 
such a way as to support the evolutionary situation. A system 
is built and tested but assumes requirements will change and 
modifications will be forthcoming.
IMPS interfaces with the strategic business plan and 
utilizes Artificial Intelligence concepts to provide invasive 
control (or "gentle supervisory directives") when subsystems 
(or events) do not support the prevailing "Business Plan." 
IMPS will leave the decision making to the "knowledge workers"
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normally. They hope to provide this wisdom by pushing the 
integration of subsystems "to the highest level" (Ebner and 
Vollmann, 1988).
Their research has produced an interesting aspect in that 
it provides computer system controls that adhere to the 
Business Plan. The authors also have expressed their 
frustration in trying to design a system in such a fluid 
context. This is noteworthy. IMPS is a system which is 
designed to operate in an evolutionary environment but the 
supervisory software is itself trying to capture a moving 
target. The problem seems to be that the supervisor is not 
flexible enough. An even less rigid system control is 
necessary.
The previous work highlights the theoretical foundation, 
the importance placed on the integration of systems by major 
research institutions (and many commercial firms), and some of 
the implementation problems encountered. All of these 
research endeavors recognize integration as necessary to 
modern companies, but Ebner and Vollmann conjecture that each 
individual enterprise will incrementally explore integration 
in such a way as to achieve maximum benefit. This fact alone 
requires software with great flexibility. The "plasticity" 
required of such a flexible system has proven difficult in the 
three years of research by Ebner and Vollmann. At Stanford 
University, an architecture has been developed that serves as
2 0
an umbrella to software subsystems. It incorporates 
Artificial Intelligence techniques justified by the Carnegie 
Mellon research. It is specifically designed for a dynamic 
environment and could serve as a starting point for a formal 
system model such as that put forth by Naylor and Volz. 
Moreover, each subsystem has the option of working 
independently on part of the problem. The system was 
originally implemented on a specific problem but was later 
generalized. Known as the "Blackboard System", it has 
generated many research projects due to its natural 
flexibility, the same flexibility which eluded Ebner and 
Vollmann's system. Subsystems can be added or modified as 
desired. The next section describes the blackboard system.
2 1
THE BLACKBOARD SYSTEM MODEL
Historical Background
The first literature reference of a blackboard-type 
problem solver is credited to Allen Newell in a 1962 paper. 
His concern at the time was to overcome what he viewed as 
rigidity inherent in the problem solving programs of the time. 
Newell's idea prompted the first production (rule-based) 
system ten years later. The early 1970s brought speech 
understanding research to prominence. Carnegie Mellon 
University developed Hearsay which led directly to Hearsay II. 
The Hearsay II system contained the first definite signs of a 
blackboard architecture. Interest in such an architecture 
spawned systems in signal processing (HASP), molecular 
modeling (CRYSALIS), image understanding (VISIONS) and 
planning. Later work led to the generalization of the 
blackboard theory and blackboard software shells like AGE and 
BBl that extracted the essence of the theoretical 
requirements. Since 1985 the thrust of the research in 
blackboard methodology has focused on the inherent parallelism 
of the model (Englemore and Morgan, 1988).
The rigidity Newell referred to in 1962 was the use of an 
algorithmic design restricted to a single method of reasoning. 
The most common reasoning forms include:
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• forward - the application of knowledge to the 
starting data and reasoning toward a goal.
• backward - starting with the goal and determine 
what data might produce it.
event-driven - basically a forward reasoning 
model that recognizes the occurrence of events as 
opposed to the accumulation of data. (Events are of 
the form "what rule was used" or "what structure 
was modified.")
• model driven - based on expectation where the 
expectation is inferred from knowledge about the 
domain. Data is used to verify expectations from a 
model.
demon driven - involves the attachment of 
knowledge sources to data elements. When the data 
values change, the relevant knowledge source is 
activated (Englemore, 1988).
Other types of reasoning may be encountered, however, the 
concern of people like Allen Newell was that complex problems 
may require the use of two or more of these reasoning methods. 
The desire was to use a problem solving model that emulated 
"real life" problem solving by groups of experts.
The koala bear example invented by Ed Feigenbaum and H. 
Penny Nii (Nii, 1986), motivated by a trip to Australia, 
demonstrates the blackboard method with incremental knowledge 
applied to recognizing the bears high in a eucalyptus forest.
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A slightly less involved and more familiar occurrence serves 
as the inspiration for Englemore's example (Englemore, 1988), 
the jigsaw puzzle. Suppose a number of people were 
participating in putting such a puzzle together. Each had a 
number of puzzle pieces and was gathered around a table with 
the beginnings of the puzzle in the center of the table for 
all to see. Each participant could work independently to try 
to fit pieces together to incrementally approach a completed 
puzzle. Every addition causes other pieces to fall into 
place. Each person is independent and self-activating. When 
one wants to contribute a piece, he does so.
The center of the table serves as the database available 
to all participants. Players become contributing "experts" 
adding bits of knowledge (puzzle pieces) until the goal is 
reached. Each expert can employ the reasoning method of their 
choice, the one deemed most appropriate to the task at hand.
Complex problems are expected to have multiple 
contributors in the form of knowledge sources. These sources 
should not be hampered by rigid adherence to a single 
predetermined methodology. Herein lies the foundation and 
motivation of the concept. The next section contains a more 
formal presentation of the blackboard system model.
THE BLACKBOARD MODEL
A classical expert system contains a working memory, an 
inference engine and a knowledge base (see figure 1, page 28).
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Such an architecture places severe constraints on the 
development of a large system. The control of the application 
is implicit in the knowledge base and the knowledge 
representation is dependent on the inference engine. 
Blackboard systems address this problem by allowing the 
segmentation of the knowledge into modules. Each module is 
independent of the other modules and can choose the most 
advantageous inference-engine / knowledge-representation 
scheme available for its particular purpose. The modules have 
no need to act alike in either of these two ways. These 
modules, or Knowledge Sources (KSs), and the solution space 
are built up hierarchically so that at different points in the 
quest for a solution, different sub-experts (KSs) can work 
when needed. This assembly of knowledge by the use of experts 
on subproblems is a reflection of human problem solving. 
Another advantage occurs in continuous systems such as a 
manufacturing environment that don't have a final solution but 
intermediate ones (Englemore, 1988).
A blackboard system model is a particular kind of 
problem-solving model. The model is comprised of a global 
database (the blackboard) and the independent knowledge 
sources. A blackboard framework is either a specification of 
the components of a blackboard model or an implementation of 
the specification. A model is more abstract and general in 
description than a framework. Although "architecture" is
25
commonly used and may refer to various constructs, the term as 
used here is synonymous with "framework."
The "blackboard" in a blackboard system is a global 
database which can be accessed by all of the Knowledge 
Sources. The blackboard model consists of the blackboard and 
the Knowledge Sources. The organization of the blackboard is 
one or more application-dependent hierarchies. Each hierarchy 
may be an abstraction hierarchy, a part-of hierarchy, or any 
other type appropriate to the problem. Information at each 
level in the hierarchy represents partial solutions and is 
associated with a unique vocabulary that describes the 
information (Englemore, 1988). The knowledge sources in a 
blackboard system can be compared to the knowledge base and 
the inference engine in other expert system models. The 
objective of each knowledge source (KS) in the system is to 
contribute information that will lead to a solution. Each KS 
takes current information from the blackboard and updates it 
according to its specific knowledge base. KSs are usually 
represented as procedures, rules, or assertions of logic. A 
control component is used to monitor the changes on the 
blackboard data structure and decide what further actions are 
to be taken. The next item to be processed is the focus of 
attention for the control component. It can be either the 
choice of which KS to activate, or which piece of the solution 
(on the blackboard) to pursue, or a combination consisting of 
which KS to apply to which data object on the blackboard.
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Since the solution is built up one step at a time, any 
reasoning methodology can be employed by each KS resulting in 
a dynamic and opportunistic sequence of events (Englemore, 
1988).
Blackboard problem-solving takes place by a repetition of 
the following steps:
1) A KS makes changes to blackboard object(s). As 
these changes are made, a record is kept in the 
data structure that holds the information.
2) Each KS indicates the contribution it can make to 
the new solution state.
3) Using information from points 1 and 2, a control 
module selects a focus of attention.
4 ) Depending on the information contained in the focus
of attention, an appropriate control module 
prepares it for execution as follows:
(a) If the focus of attention is a KS, a 
blackboard object (or set of objects) is
chosen to serve as the context of its
invocation (knowledge scheduling approach).
(b) If the focus of attention is a blackboard
object, a knowledge source is chosen which
will process that object (event-scheduling 
approach).
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(c) If the focus of attention is a KS and an 
object, that KS is executed together with the 
context thus described (Englemore, 1988).
Criteria must be provided to determine when to terminate 
the process. A KS can indicate when a solution has been 
reached or that no solution is possible without more data or 
knowledge. Figure 1 depicts the architecture of a typical 
expert system while Figure 2 shows the blackboard concept.
CONTEXT
INFERENCE ENGINE
KNOWLEDGE BASE
Figure 1 - TYPICAL EXPERT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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SYSTEM
EXPERT
SYSTEM
BLACKBOARD DATABASE
Figure 2 - BLACKBOARD ARCHITECTURE
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In addition to the real-time demands of the shop floor, 
Computer Information Systems in general and Decision Support 
Systems in particular can be greatly enhanced by the use of 
powerful computers. DSS is characterized by its interactive 
nature and quick response time (Leigh, 1986). While large 
systems often operate in a multiprocessing environment, some 
problems within a system simply do not lend themselves to 
parallelism and some are scalar by nature and cannot be 
vectorized. Problems or subproblems such as these can only 
benefit from the speed offered by a supercomputer (Kowalik, 
1988) .
It is beyond the scope of this research to implement a 
parallel approach to the information needs of a manufacturing 
facility. The blackboard model, however, contains an inherent 
parallel nature that partitions the problem into independent 
subproblems that could each be solved on separate processors 
(Nii, 1986).
As research intensifies on a more global approach to 
systems development, work also progresses on enriching the 
theoretical basis of management support systems. David Rhodes 
(1989) developed eight educational tenets of a coherent 
operations management framework. They are intended as a 
platform from which a variety of educational disciplines can 
discuss a science of management.
Systems are hierarchical - the better subsystems work
together, the better the whole. Semi-autonomous
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subsystems are more responsive and effective than one 
large one.
Perspective - what the system is/does is a matter of 
perception. Companies should harness this fact and guide 
the perception to be favorable.
Control - certain conditions must be satisfied if 
something is to be considered under control: 
a statement of purpose or aim 
an awareness of what can be controlled to 
achieve the aim 
a clear means of action 
a provision for imperfections 
plans and feedback in terms of that which 
is controlled.
Sub-optimal - optimal system performance comes from 
compatible subsystems which don't optimize for their own 
good.
Priority - control one variable at a time.
Variety and Complexity - simple systems are easier to 
control than complex ones. However, any system must have 
sufficient flexibility to handle the variety of the 
environment.
Slack - no system is perfect.
Communications - effective communications are possible 
only if those involved share a common framework of 
understanding.
(Rhodes, 1989) .
A study by Galloway and White (1988) suggests an 
incremental, flexible implementation of an information system 
would also produce better systems in the eyes of the users.
Research such as Rhodes' and Galloway and White's lend 
additional impetus to our research. Our work is designed to 
demonstrate the degree to which a Blackboard System satisfies
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the practical and theoretical requirements incumbent upon a 
modern computerized manufacturing management support system.
CHAPTER THREE 
THE DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM MODEL
The area of this research is high-level systems 
integration. The specific question we pursue is the 
applicability of the blackboard concept as the unifying 
factor. A survey of the literature provided insight into the 
depth of the overall problem and some of the issues involved. 
We now focus on the design of a system model which 
incorporates the blackboard theory. Following an examination 
of the logical requirements is the functional description of 
the six modules which constitute the Intelligent Decision 
Support System (IDSS). This chapter concludes by addressing 
the critical issues of any design model involving high-level 
integration.
LOGICAL REQUIREMENTS
The complicating terms of the problem involve the various 
heterogeneous software systems utilized within a typical 
organization. Any integrating system must depend on the 
subsystems and the supporting databases of the subsystems. 
Often there is no commonality between the subsystems. Herein 
lies the problem.
Other attempts at integration prefer or require that all 
subsystems be completely rewritten to enforce conformity. Our
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research provides cross-communication access to subsystems. 
Newly written subsystems can be structured for direct 
utilization of the blackboard. Existing subsystems or future 
additions that are non-conforming can be incorporated into the 
IDSS by either the production of an intermediate data file by 
the subsystem in question or the coding of a "translator" 
program to serve as an interface between the subsystem and the 
top-level DSS.
A software solution to systems integration at a high 
level must fully support the following:
1. communication between subsystems. The difficulty 
lies in communicating across a company's functional 
divisions. Divisional requirements can produce 
incompatible data structures preventing 
"horizontal" communication in typical programming 
environments. We seek a communication protocol 
such that new system additions can directly 
contribute and that existing subsystems can remain 
intact and code independent of each other.
2. an interface which facilitates a manager's use of 
the system. The interface should provide easy 
access to the user but security dictates a 
controlled access to the DSS. A provision for 
machine intelligence in this interface serves a 
pivotal function. The more the system "knows" 
about the subsystems, the less the user must know.
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The organization and placement of system facts and 
knowledge should remain transparent to the 
management.
3. the ability to respond to questions. Systems 
should be able to explain their conclusions in some 
manner acceptable to the user. This varies from 
"simple" responses whose answer is nearly self- 
explaining to responses that are built-up of many 
contributing system responses. The nature of the 
latter category might well render the conclusion 
useless without adequate justification from the 
system.
STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM MODEL
Our research has developed a model consisting of six
modules. The model is based on the blackboard framework 
described in the previous chapter.
1. An Interpreter of "questions." The interpreter 
serves as the user interface. A user is able to 
submit queries to the IDSS based on a selected 
vocabulary. Vocabulary and semantics are domain 
dependent. The interpreter allows English-like 
questions to be recognized and parsed in such a 
manner that the critical elements can be placed on 
the IDSS blackboard. This module is also a 
knowledge source. It is a rule-based expert system
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designed to recognize key words from the domain in 
posed questions and produce blackboard objects.
The algorithm for the module is immediately 
below and following that is an example of the 
usage.
Procedure INTERPRET (Query, Blackboard):
/* Input to the Interpreter is a string of
characters. Output is either a node-link 
structure or an error message. */
var key-word : list_of_selected_key-words
var link : list_of_selected_types_of_links
var rule : one_of_a_list_of_rules
for each rule do
if query matches rule then
construct key-word / link structure on 
Blackboard 
if not (rule matches query) then 
print error message
end /* Procedure INTERPRET */
Example: Given the query "How many tanks were
built?", the Interpreter would recognize the key­
words :
how many as a recognized type of question, 
tanks as a domain specific subject area, 
built as the thrust of the query, and 
were as the time frame.
A blackboard object would be constructed with the 
form: tanks -(how many)-> built -{verb)-> were.
The form is read as "the node 'tanks' has a 'how 
many' link to the node 'built' which is connected 
with a 'verb' link to the node 'were.'"
2. The Blackboard serves as the database global to the 
IDSS. Elements on the blackboard include key-words 
and their descriptors which make up valid queries
to the IDSS and facts generated by knowledge 
sources in response to certain queries.
A Control module monitors the blackboard and 
pursues queries based upon user supplied 
priorities. It chooses the proper knowledge source 
to activate and the blackboard object of attention 
upon which to concentrate. (Priorities are of major 
concern here. They are set according to corporate 
policies and goals. Therefore, the IDSS constructs 
solutions consistent with the company agenda.) 
Other priorities can be expressed by the user and 
can be chosen as desired. Control then "fires" the 
KS with the greatest importance. This module then 
checks for movement toward a solution or determines 
that no further movement is possible.
Algorithms for the top-level IDSS module and 
the Control module follow.
Procedure IDSS (Blackboard):
/* The IDSS module is the initial module of the 
system. The user call IDSS and the system 
takes over from there. */
var Question : text
print message "Ask a question" 
read (Question)
call Procedure INTERPRET (Question) 
call Procedure CONTROL (Blackboard) 
end /* Procedure CONTROL */
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Procedure CONTROL (Blackboard):
/* The CONTROL module operates until the 
Blackboard is free of queries or no further 
movement is possible. The KS/Object list is 
constructed by calling each TRIGGER procedure. 
KSs are called until a contribution is made to 
the Blackboard. */
var Contenders : list_of_KS/Objects
if any queries exist on the Blackboard then 
begin
for each KS do
call its TRIGGER Procedure 
/* constructs Contenders list */
Call KSlist (Contenders)
/* Order the KS/Objects list according to 
user focus & priority */ 
repeat
execute a KS from the Contenders
list
until a contribution is made 
if a contribution has been made then 
call Procedure CONTROL
else
exit
/* either deadlock or complete */ 
end /* if any queries */
end /* Procedure CONTROL */
Example: Using the three knowledge sources, ACCT, 
PROD, and PLAN, in priority order, Control attempts 
movement by invoking the trigger mechanisms one at 
a time. Using the query "How many tanks were 
built?", the ACCT trigger would acknowledge 
possible contribution with <acct built were).
This form is read as "the Accounting subsystem may 
be able to contribute using the object of attention 
being 'built were.'" Control would choose from the 
list of possible contributors according to KS 
priority. This example has but one contributor, so 
the Accounting knowledge source would be fired. In 
more compound blackboard situations, Control might 
have numerous contributors and a choice of which to 
fire would be determined by priority based on the 
subsystem (as in this example) or based on the 
object of attention or both. (Such a compound 
example is demonstrated toward the end of the 
following chapter.) Control recognizes movement 
because Accounting does indeed contribute the
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historical fact that eight tanks were built. 
Control would now recognize no outstanding queries 
and cease operation.
4. The Triggering Mechanisms contain the required 
operating conditions for each KS. Each knowledge 
source requires its own trigger mechanism but it is 
maintained separately from the KS. This requires 
all logic conditional to the execution of the KS to 
be consolidated and separated from the rest of the 
KS code which allows the Control module to 
regain/maintain directional power to choose among 
competing KSs according to corporate policy 
considerations.
Procedure TRIGGER (Blackboard):
/* The TRIGGER searches the Blackboard for key­
words joined by links. When it recognizes a 
key-word/link structure appropriate to the 
Knowledge Source, a Knowledge Source 
Activation Record (KSAR) is added to a KSAR 
list, which contains the KS and the object 
recognized from the Blackboard. */
var key-word : list_of_selected_key-words
/* specific to the KS */ 
var link : list_of_selected_types_of_links
for each key-word do
if key-word exists on the Blackboard then 
if link exists then 
begin
construct KSAR 
add KSAR to KSAR list 
end /* if link exists */ 
end /* Procedure TRIGGER */
Example: Each trigger searches the blackboard for the 
existence of one or more of the key-words
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associated with the trigger's knowledge source. 
The ACCT trigger recognizes two key-words built 
linked with were. It constructs (ACCT built were) 
and sends this to Control. No other trigger would 
respond using this example.
5. Knowledge Source modules are invoked by the Control 
module. Each KS is called along with an object of 
attention. The KS can be procedural or possess 
some level of intelligence. The KS must have an 
object specified since the possibility exists that 
more than one blackboard object may meet the 
requirements for the KS to execute. (Recall that 
the Control module chooses not only the KS but also 
the object of attention.) Knowledge sources make 
additions to the blackboard when possible.
Procedure KSX (INPUTobject):
/* KSX represents a typical Knowledge Source X. 
Input to the KS is an object of attention 
determined by the associated TRIGGER. */
var response : text
var object : list_of_the_objects_of_this_KS
for each object recognized by this KS do 
if object = INPUTobject then 
begin
determine response 
/* either a query or a fact */ 
if response = query then 
call INTERPRET (Query, Blackboard) 
else if response = fact then 
begin
place Fact on Blackboard 
remove Query from 
Blackboard 
end /* response = fact */ 
end /* if object = INPUTobject */ 
end /* Procedure KSX */
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Example: Continuing the simple example from above, 
Control would call the ACCT KS with "built were" as 
the object of attention. ACCT answers by 
constructing a fact blackboard object with the 
form: built -(vaiue)-> 8. The fact is read as "the
node 'built' has a 'value' of '8.'" ACCT places 
the fact on the blackboard and signals Control a 
contribution has been made.
6. An Explanation facility is required to supply the
simple responses and provide the user with a
reasoning trail in more complicated situations. It
should supply enough information for the
knowledgeable user to understand the steps taken by
the system which led to the final response.
Example : Chapter Four's compound query example
illustrates the Explanation facility.
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CRITICAL ISSUES
Flexibility.
The IDSS inherits a modest level of flexibility from its
blackboard framework. Newly written KSs utilizing compatible
knowledge representation schemes and coded in the "mother"
language of the system assume full functionality and direct
connection to the system. The IDSS extends this flexibility
to less compatible subsystems by the use of intermediate data
files and translator programs.
Example: Compatible subsystems can cause queries or facts 
to be placed directly on the blackboard by the generation 
of such items or can access data files for information. 
Incompatible subsystems require a program that will read 
the incompatible data files and produce output that is 
usable by the top-level KS.
OldSystem — > data file — >translator — > data file — > IDSS.
As the needs of the system and those of the subsystems 
change with the changing business or manufacturing 
environment, the IDSS is structured to accommodate revisions 
easily as further described below. The variety within the 
communication medium utilized by the IDSS provides the 
flexibility to accommodate new system requirements.
Evolutionary Changes.
The IDSS consists of discrete and recognizable 
subsystems. Each subsystem can be an Expert System, a 
procedural program, or a call to a conventional automated 
system such as the MIS (Management Information Systems) or CIM
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(Computer Integrated Manufacturing) system. Additions to the 
IDSS are accomplished by the creation of a Trigger Mechanism 
for the addition and enlarging the Interpreter to recognize a 
new set of questions. Depending on the circumstances, a 
translator program may be written to serve as the interface 
between the needs of the IDSS and the subsystem. The 
additional subsystem is then entered into the corporate 
priority list in the appropriate position. Finally, the 
objects of attention (or arguments) associated with the 
subsystem are included in the Node Priority List, a 
prioritized listing of all possible "objects." Subsystems are 
deleted in a reverse manner although the simple manipulation 
of the priority lists can cause a KS or an object to be 
effectively ignored.
Record Design/Knowledge Representation format.
Knowledge representation remains the most delicate aspect 
of any system. Indeed, a knowledge representation format 
designed to serve the communication needs among subsystems 
with such diverse requirements has been a major impediment to 
all such high-level systems like the IDSS. Other researchers 
have solved the problem by rewriting all of the subsystems in 
the language of the top-level module. Rewriting insures 
compatibility and supports the use of a single format or 
record structure. However, a single record serving the entire 
system may be extremely difficult to design. In a large and
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varied software environment such a structure could easily grow 
to unmanageable proportions. The IDSS blackboard system works 
well with one data structure but does not require it. Thus 
the resources required to convert existing systems are 
conserved. Connection of existing software to the IDSS 
necessitates an understanding of the subsystem but little or 
no rewriting of it.
Dynamic Control.
The Control Module maintains nearly constant control. A 
query is not followed to its solitary conclusion. A typical 
DSS might recognize a valid query, build a search tree, and 
pursue the solution to the posed question. The IDSS, however, 
stops at every incremental step in a solution and "seeks" 
direction from the Control module. Control reevaluates the 
overall situation on the Blackboard and makes opportunistic 
choices of where to place the focus of attention. It is then 
the ever-current focus that is pursued. The "focus" in our 
model is determined by the organizational priorities. 
Solutions are reached but in a manner consistent with company 
goals and the opportunities that present themselves.
Figure 3 illustrates the complete model design 
architecture. The blackboard serves as input to the IDSS 
Control module. (Arrows indicate direction of information 
contribution.) Control requests each Trigger to indicate any
possible contribution to the current situation. Each Trigger 
responding to the Control request does so by indicating the 
name of the KS that might contribute toward a solution and the 
object which caused the trigger to respond. (A typical KS 
might be able to respond to many different queries. The 
"object" makes the KS call specific to the question at hand.) 
The list of Trigger responses is arranged according to user 
priorities and the Control module chooses the KS / Object pair 
with highest priority. Control activates the KS. Expert 
System B is self-contained and places a contribution on the 
blackboard. System A depends on a data file created by a 
Translator program which uses as input the Normal Output from 
a Traditional Software subsystem. Once System A determines a 
response appropriate to the object, it contributes to the 
blackboard. The IDSS continues this cycle until there are no 
queries on the blackboard or further contributions are 
impossible.
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The run-time evaluation of a logical model is the 
ultimate supporting evidence of a proper design. Unplanned 
situations are normally encountered in the production of 
software and provide interesting complications. Other logical 
designs have been developed but have yet to be fully 
prototyped. Implementation considerations and details are 
addressed in the next chapter which includes a full example of 
the IDSS prototype system.
CHAPTER FOUR
THE SOFTWARE REPORT
Originally our plan was to use BBl, a blackboard system 
software package developed at the Knowledge Systems Laboratory 
at Stanford University. BBl is an object oriented software 
package written in LISP for the Texas Instruments' Explorer 
computer. Several aspects drew our attention to this product. 
First, BBl is a complete blackboard operating environment. It 
contains help facilities, editors and demonstration blackboard 
systems. It was developed by a team that had published many 
articles about blackboards and other researchers had used BBl 
as a beginning framework for related work. It was a research 
tool that had grown into a full support package and, finally, 
it was available at modest cost.
After considerable delay and difficulty due to the tape 
medium, the translation from an older LISP to a more modern
dialect and machine availability, an initial investigation
began. The size of the system, over two megabytes of source
code, made BBl powerful and easy to use but a basic
understanding of the process was lacking. The
interdependencies and connections between the parts were 
difficult to conceptualize. That was disconcerting when 
trying to design the control module. The control module of 
the IDSS was to be different from that supplied by the BBl
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system but the potential of programming insight was lost. We 
were in need of software more understandable at the 
implementation level.
LANGUAGE
In order to implement our research model, a system was 
needed that did not exceed the understandability required in 
a prototype. The decision was made to write our own system. 
Another prototyping effort was under way at LSU concerning the 
external tank (ET) built by Martin Marietta for the space 
shuttle. The research prototype for the ET simulated
workstations on the production floor and could provide a 
subsystem to the IDSS. The ET prototype was written in 
Scheme, a dialect of LISP. Scheme is available in a PC format 
but requires a great deal of memory when interpreted. The 
value of using the ET prototype as a subsystem led us to stay 
with Scheme for this research.
MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
The IDSS research model consists of six modules. 
Implementation problems were encountered during the coding of 
each. The following is a brief description of how each module 
operates. (The last section of this chapter is a full 
description of how the IDSS solves a query.)
1. The Interpreter, or user interface, is based on the 
"conversational front-end" used by the LINNEUS
program (Tanimoto, 1987). Valid queries are parsed 
and the elements are placed on the IDSS blackboard. 
The interpreter function is a production expert 
system consisting of rules used to recognize 
questions and the facilities necessary to produce 
blackboard query objects. This process is 
controlled and directed by domain dependent lists 
of words and relationships between the words. The 
words and relationships can be easily changed by 
the user via an ASCII file editor.
The Blackboard consists of two parts, the global 
database and the Control module database. A group 
of nodes and links serves as the blackboard. Each 
question is parsed into a semantic network using 
property lists based on user defined key-words. 
Other networks on the blackboard include facts 
generated by the knowledge sources in response to 
certain queries.
The Control module is called when a query is placed 
on the blackboard. Control then clears the portion 
of the blackboard reserved for it and invokes the 
triggering mechanisms of the knowledge sources one 
at a time. When a KS's conditions are satisfied 
according to the trigger, the KS and the blackboard 
object that satisfied the triggering conditions are 
placed on the Control's blackboard. These two
elements constitute a knowledge source activation 
record (KSAR). A list consisting of "instantiated" 
KSs and the blackboard object is constructed. This 
list of contending KSARs is ordered according to 
the user specified priorities and focus. 
Alternative priorities can be expressed by the user 
during execution. Control then "fires" the KS with 
the greatest importance. This module then checks 
for movement toward a solution or that a solution 
is complete. If the chosen KS cannot provide 
movement, the next priority KS with its object is 
fired. This continues until a contribution is made 
or none is possible.
Each Triggering Mechanism checks the blackboard for 
networks that might satisfy the conditions of the 
knowledge source it represents. Each satisfied 
trigger mechanism indicates the knowledge source 
and the object to the control module. The object 
is included since some knowledge sources can 
execute based on different criteria.
Knowledge Source modules are invoked by the Control 
module. The KS can be procedural or possess any 
level of intelligence. The KS must have an object 
of attention specified since the possibility exists 
that more than one blackboard object may meet the 
requirements for the KS to execute. Knowledge
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sources use the object to try to contribute to the 
solution by placing something on the blackboard. 
It might require more information than that 
available and pose a query of its own to the 
Interpreter or place a semantic network 
representing a fact on the blackboard. If a fact 
is added in direct response to a query, the query 
is removed from the blackboard. If the knowledge 
source contributes anything toward the solution, 
program direction is returned to the Control 
module.
6. A primitive Explanation facility exists to provide 
the user with a snapshot of the blackboard at each 
step during processing.
Additional functions were implemented to support the 
operation. A "clear facility" is included to remove all facts 
from the blackboard. This is useful when checking the 
complete evolution of a response or when a fact becomes dated. 
A similar function erases a given query from the blackboard. 
Removing satisfied queries prevents an infinite loop of trying 
to answer a past query. The coding of the trigger mechanisms 
proved challenging when more than one triggering condition 
appeared on the blackboard. Starvation of "secondary" 
triggers had to be avoided.
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OPERATION OF THE PROTOTYPE
Once the Control and blackboard modules were free of
syntax and logic errors, minor improvements were made and the 
prototype was expanded. Three subsystems were added, 
Accounting, Production and Planning. Accounting is a simple 
historical data store. It recognizes its objects and responds 
by placing facts on the blackboard.
The Martin Marietta Prototype, the Global Systems 
Simulator (GSS), provides the largest portion of the 
Production subsystem. Although the GSS was written in Scheme 
and utilizes semantic networks as its major data structure, it 
is incompatible with the organization of knowledge used in the 
IDSS. A translator program was written in the Pascal 
language. (Pascal was chosen to provide as great a diversity 
in system components as possible.) The GSS generates a large 
number of data files which record the progress of each 
workstation on the shop floor. The translator program 
searches these data files and provides an output file of its 
own with the information needed by the IDSS. Every time the 
GSS is accessed, the translator program is executed to update 
its output file. The IDSS's Production module uses the 
translator's output as input to construct the semantic 
networks and place them on the blackboard.
The Planning module is short but contains the seed of an 
expert system. When activated, Planning uses a few rules and
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its object to determine the action to be taken. The module 
also checks the blackboard for facts and queries that might be 
needed for it to contribute toward a solution. If something 
is lacking, Planning generates queries to the IDSS itself and 
then waits to be called into service again hy the Control 
module.
USING THE IDSS PROTOTYPE
The IDSS is a software shell. It is designed to be 
customized to each individual application. The hypothetical 
situation of building tanks was used to provide a working 
demonstration. Domain specific information is needed for each 
of the modules. The Interpreter is supplied with possible 
queries. When a query is identified in the Interpreter by a 
word matching process, user specified key-words are used to 
construct a Blackboard structure. This is a "noun and verb" 
type of operation. Key-words are either nouns or names of 
links (verbs or qualifiers) connecting objects. Recognizable 
queries are of the form "how many [noun] [verb] [qualifier]" 
where the bracketed items may be optional. For example "how 
many shifts possible?" has the understood verb "are", and "how 
many tanks were built?" contains no "qualifier". Both nouns, 
verbs and qualifiers must be contained in user specified lists 
of words. In this domain, two list will serve the purpose 
(the verbs and qualifiers were merged into a single list):
Noun_list = (shifts, tanks) and
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Verb_list = (were, arebeing, canbe, shouldbe,
possible, now, built).
Possible queries are:
How many shifts now?
How many shifts possible?
How many tanks were built?
How many tanks arebeing built?
How many tanks canbe built?
How many tanks shouldbe built?
Although other queries can be generated from the two lists, 
the Triggers have been designed to answer the given six 
questions. Other queries would be interpreted and placed on 
the Blackboard but could not be answered by the present 
system.
The available KS names in this domain are PROD, PLAN and 
ACCT. Each KS is designed to answer questions.
ACCT - "how many shifts now?"
"how many tanks were built?"
PROD - "how many tanks arebeing built?"
"how many tanks canbe built?"
PLAN - "how many tanks shouldbe built?"
"how many shifts possible?"
The logical construction of the answers to such questions are, 
of course, also domain dependent.
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The Triggers are designed to recognize which blackboard 
structures can be addressed by each KS. They are designed in 
close conjunction with the KS.
The following two examples will demonstrate the prototype 
in this domain. System responses are in boldface type.
Query #1 is submitted to the IDSS software: 
how many shifts now?
The query is processed by the Interpreter.
Placed on Blackboard: (HOW MANY SHIFTS NOW)
Control recognized the existence of a query on the blackboard 
and activated each Trigger. The Trigger associated with ACCT 
is the only one that recognizes the query as falling within 
the actions that ACCT can address. The other Triggers check 
the blackboard but fail to respond when none of their key-word 
structures are present on the board.
The KS/Object list: ((ACCT SHIFTS NOW))
ACCT is called. ACCT removes the question and places the 
answer on the blackboard.
Removing: (HOW MANY SHIFTS NOW)
Placed on the Blackboard: (2 SHIFTS NOW)
The KS/Object list: ()
The IDSS solution is complete.
Query #6 is submitted to the IDSS software: 
how many tanks shouldbe built?
The Interpreter recognizes the query.
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Placed on Blackboard:
(HOW MANY TANKS SHOULDBE BUILT)
Control activates the Triggers and finds that only one Trigger 
responds. The Planning Trigger recognizes one of its key­
words and constructs the KS and the triggering object into a 
list.
The KS/Object list: ((PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE))
Control calls PLAN but the Planning KS has been constructed in 
a manner which does not directly answer the question. PLAN 
must determine other "supporting” facts first according to the 
organizational logic. The designer of the Planning module 
determined that additional information is necessary for proper 
interpretation of the final answer. For example, in this 
instance, Planning could respond with a numerical answer based 
on marketing projections or future contracts. However, 
marketing projections alone may ignore important information 
that may have tremendous corporate impact. Perhaps, as in 
this prototype, the market indicates a tank production level 
which exceeds the plant capacity. The logic built into the KS 
is designed to insure such information is known to the user as 
part of the total answer. Therefore, PLAN sends the 
Interpreter another query.
Placed on Blackboard: (HOW MANY TANKS CANBE BUILT)
There are two queries on the blackboard. After all of the 
Triggers have had the opportunity to respond, Control lists
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the KS / Object list according to the user supplied priority 
in descending order of importance.
The KS/Object list:
((PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE) (PROD BUILT CANBE))
Control calls Planning first. PLAN recognizes the query it 
wants to generate ("how many tanks canbe built?") is already 
on the blackboard; it signals no further contribution at this 
time with this object. Control now calls PROD because no 
contribution was made by the first call. PROD is asked to 
answer "how many tanks can be built?" but before it can answer 
it "wants" to know about shift levels in the plant. PROD 
calls the Interpreter with another query. This query 
constitutes a contribution toward a solution.
Placed on Blackboard: (HOW MANY SHIFTS NOW)
The KS/Object list: ((PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE)
(PROD BUILT CANBE) (ACCT SHIFTS NOW))
Since the Control module constantly reanalyzes the entire 
situation and orders the KS / Object list according to given 
priorities, PLAN is called as before, again it must pass 
because it waits for the answer to "how many canbe built?" 
PROD is called as before and finds it still waits for 
information on current shift levels but PROD also wants to 
know the maximum number of shifts possible in case the 
opportunity of shift expansion is possible. In this case, 
PROD logic is unlike PLAN logic. PLAN logic attempts to 
display all of the information considered relevant in a
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specified order. PROD'S logic, however, does not consider the 
order of its facts important and contributes to the blackboard 
again. It sends the Interpreter another query whose answer 
will be added to the necessary facts list: "how many shifts 
possible?"
Placed on Blackboard: (HOW MANY SHIFTS POSSIBLE)
There are now four questions on the blackboard. The Control 
cycle begins fresh again and the KS / Object list from the 
Trigger modules is put in decreasing priority order.
The KS/Object list:
((PLAN SHIFTS POSSIBLE) (PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE)
(PROD BUILT CANBE) (ACCT SHIFTS NOW))
Control calls the first KS on the list. But this time PLAN is 
called with a different object. It knows the answer and 
replaces the query with its answer.
Removing: HOW MANY SHIFTS POSSIBLE
Placed on Blackboard: (3 POSSIBLE SHIFTS)
A contribution was made by PLAN. Control cycles again. The 
KS / Object list is shorter now.
The KS/Object list: ((PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE)
(PROD BUILT CANBE) (ACCT SHIFTS NOW))
Control calls KSs from the list until there is a contribution. 
Control calls PLAN with "built shouldbe" but PLAN must pass 
without contribution as before. It still waits for all the 
relevant data to be reported. Control calls PROD but it too 
must pass while waiting for contributory information. PROD's
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logic dictates that the blackboard must contain both the 
possible number of shifts and the current number of shifts 
before any calculation. Control moves down the list to ACCT, 
calls it and ACCT contributes a fact in place of the query.
Removing: HOW MANY SHIFTS NOW
Placed on the Blackboard: (2 SHIFTS NOW)
Once again, Control begins its cycle. The KS/Object list is 
constructed in order.
The KS/Object list:
((PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE) (PROD BUILT CANBE))
Control calls PLAN but it still cannot contribute due to the 
lack of a current capacity determination, which was deemed 
highly relevant. If the present capacity exceeds the 
marketing projections perhaps shifts should be cut. If 
projections exceed capacity, the long term decision of 
constructing a new facility may be considered. Next, Control 
calls PROD which can now answer "how many canbe built?" and 
does so by using facts on the blackboard in a calculation, 
TANKS(CANBE) = 4(TANKS PER SHIFT) TIMES 3(POSSIBLE SHIFTS).
Removing: HOW MANY BUILT CANBE
Placed on Blackboard:
(12 TANKS CANBE BUILT USING 3 SHIFTS)
Control cycle again.
The KS/Object list: ((PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE))
Planning is called and can only now answer the original query.
Removing: HOW MANY BUILT SHOULDBE
6 1
Placed on Blackboard: (17 TANKS SHOULDBE BUILT)
The question list ()
With a blackboard free of queries, Control is finished. The
final answer of 17 tanks is supported by additional 
information. The "relevant information" can then be used in 
the management process and can help in the decision. 
Generally, the possible situations include: current production 
is adequate with the adjustment of shift levels, production is 
too high at present levels, or maximum capacity is below 
projected demand. The IDSS is a Decision Support System and 
in this example essentially states that "if three shifts were 
employed, the present facility could produce 12 tanks. 
However, the planning department forecasts 17 tanks should be 
built according to market conditions." This may warrant an 
expansion of the manufacturing facility. The additional data 
over the simple answer of 17 tanks forms a foundation for the 
final decision.
The complete list of queries is included in the Appendix
along with source code and a sample run.
A run-time assessment of the software was made. When the 
prototype proved satisfactory, a more careful and theoretical 
appraisal of the model was performed. This analysis 
constitutes most of the next chapter.
CHAPTER FIVE
EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS
EVALUATION OF THEORY
All of the related research noted (Messina, 1990; White,
1989; Harrington, 1984; Roboam, 1990; and others) conclude
that communication and flexibility are two of the necessary
ingredients in systems integration. Software systems, which
may become subsystems to a company wide system, are designed
to support functional business requirements. Typically each
subsystem has precise specifications peculiar to its own task.
The software products that have evolved to respond to such a
variety of organizational tasks are quite dissimilar in their
nature. Their overall design and choice of data structures
were specific to the problem addressed. Organizations are
left with modules that serve many varied interests and may
have no intersection of needs. This is often the situation
and has resulted in systems with heterogeneous and
incompatible parts.
Much of the research in systems integration has focused
on the requirement of module communication. Some have
suggested the solution would be industrial standards for data
communication. Others have sought a complete redesign of
system components to support cross communication. The system
design presented by Naylor and Volz was based on "generic
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factory components" which were to be used to build real 
components. The need for generic components is a major 
drawback to the implementation of Naylor and Volz's design. 
Thus, a major contribution in our research is that the IDSS 
does not need generic components. The IDSS model is designed 
to utilize existing, probably dissimilar, software. (Naylor 
and Volz experienced difficulty in designing a component that 
could be termed "generic" and concluded that it might not be 
possible.)
Roboam and Fox produced an architecture with six layers. 
The first provided for message passing between the modules. 
The second and third provide for a formal query language and 
access to information stored in the modules. The IDSS 
supports those points by supplying the user with an 
interpreter that recognizes valid queries. We additionally 
provide the blackboard to facilitate module communication and 
the sharing of system facts or data. The latter three layers 
of Roboam and Fox's work include organization goal direction, 
internode coordination, and "market" support, a facility to 
explore events external to the company. Our research has 
improved on Roboam and Fox's last three factors with our 
Control Module's ability to monitor the communication and 
pursue solutions based upon user supplied priorities that can 
be changed during program execution. Such run-time priorities 
have the ability to reflect events both internal and external 
to the organization. For example, a given company's normal
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operation may be centered around optimum profit per item 
produced. A motivated customer may offer, however, a "cost 
plus" contract requesting the company to produce on a maximum- 
number-of-goods-per-time-period strategy. Such top-level 
decisions could be easily implemented using the IDSS and these 
changes could be effective for the duration of a single query 
or until top management chose to follow other strategic goals.
Although a full implementation of Ebner and Vollmann's 
research would be a subsystem to a system such as the IDSS, 
their theory provided the initial direction and impetus to our 
research. Their "build-test-modify" concept heavily
influenced the thinking behind the design of the mode of 
communication we employ. They contend that systems, and 
subsystems in particular, will be constantly changing as the 
company and its requirements evolve. Our IDSS supports two 
types of communication, data file and blackboard. The 
communication between submodules whose design or function 
requires a specialized and distinct record structure can be 
accomplished by extracting from the submodule only the desired 
data. All of the cited research efforts point out the 
difficulty in creating a common record structure that would 
satisfy both local module and system wide requirements. Our 
solution is a fresh approach to data communication and, 
therefore, a decisive contribution. Data can be shared in the 
IDSS either by the generation of data files by modules or the 
placement of such on the global blackboard structure.
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Translator programs can be written in situations where a 
module preceded the umbrella system and is unable to directly 
access the blackboard or produce a usable data file. These 
translators examine normal module output and create files with 
the required structure. A communication scheme such as that 
employed in the IDSS allows maximum flexibility in reacting to 
changing requirements. Translators are expected to be 
relatively short and thereby easily altered to accommodate 
evolving submodules.
Ebner and Vollmann's notion of solutions that "adhere to 
the Business Plan" and give "gentle" directions toward company 
goals also impacted our design. The Blackboard system was 
chosen as a framework because of the nature of its control. 
Our control module was designed to require company supplied 
direction. The IDSS does not give gentle nudges toward 
company goals, it pursues solutions in light of organizational 
policy. Flexibility in this matter is allowed by run-time 
redirection. Such redirection is therefore explicit. A 
manager/user is cognizant of the situation under which a query 
is answered.
The IDSS design supports Peter Drucker's fourth principle 
of the post-modern factory by uniting the physical aspects of 
production, automated within CIM, with the recognized economic 
pursuit of the organization, embodied in the MIS and Data 
Processing systems.
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Rhodes and Harrington wrote of a Science of Management. 
The essence of four of Rhodes' eight tenets which were to lead 
toward such a science can be found in our design. The IDSS 
model is hierarchial but subsystems are autonomous when 
operating (tenet #1). The IDSS fully supports, in fact 
requires, company customization and involvement via the user 
file of priorities. Our model will not work without 
customization (tenets 2 and 3). Finally, tenet five advises 
the control of one variable at a time. The Control module 
follows one item during a cycle determined with the help of 
the user focus.
A final point in the evaluation of the system is 
intelligence. Artificial Intelligence has been incorporated 
into the model. The control module has a "knowledge" of 
organizational priorities and which subsystem might contribute 
what types of information/knowledge. The IDSS has the ability 
to use this knowledge to direct/redirect movement toward a 
solution during program execution.
PRACTICAL EVALUATION
The IDSS is a software shell. It can be customized and
is extensible in practice. Other prototype designs 
communicate in a more rigid manner than the IDSS and this 
alone is a great hinderance to their implementation. The lack 
of a single language requirement is another distinct advantage 
for the IDSS.
The following scenario for implementation assumes 
experience in the installation of expert systems and 
familiarity with the target domain. The following steps 
should be undertaken to utilize the IDSS in a specific 
environment:
• Determine the types of questions the system will 
address. For instance, the prototype responds to 
questions like "how many tanks were built?"
• Make a "noun" list and a "verb" list from the set 
of possible questions. These are the key-words.
The latter will become the IDSS' node priority 
list. The node list here is (were, arebeing, 
canbe, shouldbe, now, possible, built).
• Construct the KSs. Decide which KS will respond 
to each question and how it will determine such a 
response. The logic of each KS will determine the 
response. The KS PROD made a calculation based on 
blackboard facts. These facts had to be determined 
before the KS could produce its answer.
• Design a Trigger for each of the KSs. Using the 
logic developed in the how portion of the previous 
step, the Trigger is written to recognize any of 
the key-words appropriate to its associated KS that 
appear on the blackboard and then respond to the 
Control module with the name of the KS and the 
object which will direct the KS to answer the
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question on the blackboard. The Trigger for the 
Planning KS is designed to search the blackboard 
for structures containing "shifts possible" and/or 
"shouldbe built". When one is recognized, the 
Trigger responds to Control with "PLAN SHOULDBE 
BUILT" or "PLAN SHIFTS POSSIBLE".
• Complete the User file by listing the key-words 
in priority order according to organizational 
importance. Do the same analysis and order the 
KSs. In the prototype, the KSs have been ordered 
with PLAN highest then PROD and ACCT last. The 
nodes (verbs) were ordered with historical 
information, like "were" or "now", lowest and
future, like "shouldbe", of highest priority. Set
the initial focus to operate according to KS or 
node (key-word) priority. Typically, a user will
change the focus value during a session to
determine if any other possible scenarios exist.
• Amend the Interpreter module to recognize the 
system's questions. The Interpreter must construct 
the node-link structure in a fashion consistent 
with the Trigger mechanisms. The Triggers should 
be able to recognize the blackboard structures in 
order for the IDSS to operate properly.
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The construction of the KS reflects the advantages of 
this system. A newly designed software subsystem can be 
implemented using techniques compatible with the IDSS. 
Existing or newly acquired software that is not compatible 
would require the coding of a translator program to build an 
input data file for the KS. The translator would search the 
usual output from the incompatible software and construct a 
file which contains only that necessary for decision support 
operations. This decision support information constitutes 
input to the KS. The inability of other designs to utilize 
existing software makes their effective use in actual software 
integration situations unlikely.
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CONCLUSIONS
Evaluation of the theoretical model presented here shows
that:
A blackboard serves as a good framework for 
enterprise information models.
• A blackboard model can be designed which supports 
and enables integration.
• Integration does not depend on communication and 
flexibility; integration requires a flexible 
communication design.
• A common record structure is not required. A 
successful design can be based on key-words and the 
generation of data files by modules that cannot 
directly access the blackboard.
Dissimilar, incompatible software can be 
successfully integrated, subsystems need not be 
rewritten.
• Generic components are not required.
A DSS can overtly support organizational 
objectives by the pursuit of managerial priorities.
• Customization is achievable without complexity.
• A by-product is a small, more understandable 
blackboard software system.
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FUTURE RESEARCH
Dissimilar contributing subsystems that communicate via 
data files constitutes a weak link. Pertinent data files must 
be regenerated to remain current. Although currency in any 
integrated system has a similar effect, a product based on the 
design of the IDSS would have to check time and date stamps on 
each file it accessed and report the earliest date associated 
with system responses. Failure to operate without the best 
information would seriously weaken reliability.
Additional areas of research include:
• A better user interface. The prototype software 
provides an austere presentation mode.
• A better explanation facility. Currently ours is 
limited to watching the blackboard. It does not 
explain, although users cognizant of the 
organizational focus and priorities should have 
little to question. As intelligent submodules are 
incorporated, a more sophisticated method of 
explanation will be required which integrates an 
explanation of the blackboard workings with those 
of the submodules.
• A delegation of authority list could serve a 
security function as it relegates queries based on 
their place in the managerial hierarchy.
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• An implementation with objects or frames could 
make the system more expressive and powerful.
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APPENDIX A
SOURCE CODE
File: BUSER.S
Date: Feb 2, 1991
By: Michael Collins
Description: This file contains the user modified values.
See also BTRIGGER.S if KSs are added or 
modified.
Contents: EXPLAIN, FOCUS, KSLIST, NPL 
& the data file designations.
(define explain ())
; Explain is the toggle to turn the explain mechanism 
; ON or OFF. Nil is OFF, True is ON.
(define focus 'KS)
User must choose the problem solving focus.
Currently, the choice of focus is either KS or NODE. 
If KS is chosen, the solution will proceed according 
to the KS priority list. If NODE is chosen, the KS 
is chosen according to the NODE that it will work with.
(define npl '(were now possible arebeing canbe shouldbe)) 
NodePriorityList ("npl") listed by user in 
INCREASING order.
This is the order of investigation if FOCUS is NODE.
(define kslist '(acct prod plan))
KSList is a priority list of the available KSs.
Again, INCREASING order.
This is the order of investigation if FOCUS is KS.
The user must indicate the source of certain imported 
information.
Below is a list which associates a KS and its subject with 
a data file name. Currently there are no error-handling 
routines, make sure the file exists!
(define prod-tanks-under-construction "btnk_now.dat"
(define prod-tanks-per-shift 
(define acct-shifts-now 
(define acct-tanks-shipped 
(define plan-shifts-possible 
(define plan-tanks-possible
"btnk_s ht.dat" 
"bs ht_now.dat" 
"bact_s hp.dat" 
"bpln_sht.dat" 
"bpln_tnk.dat"
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; File: BControl.s
; Date: Feb 2, 1991
; By: Michael Collins
; Description: This file contains the CONTROL and related
; functions for the BlackBoard System.
; Contents: ADJUSTBB, CHOOSEFOCUS, CHOSEN, CONTROL, IDSS 
; NORDER, & 0RDER2.
(define (idss)
(print
'(this is the intelligent decision support system)) 
(print '(ask a question))
(set! textin (read))
(interpret textin)
(control)
(define (control)
(set! contenders ())
; This is a list of the KSs whose triggering conditions 
; have been met. Start fresh with no contenders, 
(checktrigger kslist)
,* Build a CONTENDERS list of KSs.
(set! chosen (chooseFocus))
; Use the list of contenders ORDERED according to 
; the FOCUS variable, either by KS or NODE.
(cond
(explain (newline) (princ "The question list ") 
(princ chosen) )
)
(cond
((not (null (adjustBB chosen)))
(control))
; AdjustBB will try to execute a KS. If a 
; KS can add to the BB, call control again &
; reconsider the entire situtation. If there 
; is no movement on the BB, either there is a 
; solution or deadlock!
(t (print 'control_finished))
)
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(define (adjustBB arg)
; The car of the KS&Object list will attempt to fire.
; If the KS cannot add to the BB in some way, it 
; returns NIL and the next priority item gets an 
; opportunity to contribute.
; The nature of ARG will be:
; ((prod built canbe) (acct shifts now))
(cond
((null arg) nil)
((null (apply3 (caar arg) (cdar arg)))
(adjustBB (cdr arg)) )
(t 'ok)
; OK means something was added to the BB.
)
)
(define chosen ())
; The KS and its object of attention chosen to execute. 
; This function is used in CONTROL to receive the value 
; returned by ChooseFocus.
(define (chooseFocus)
; Given a list of CONTENDERS (ordered by KS priority 
; and a list of KSNODE (ordered by NODE priority),
; choose the list according to the user defined FOCUS 
; variable.
(cond
((null contenders) nil)
; No ks can fire.
((equal? focus 'ks) contenders)
; If the focus=KS then return the KS ordered list, 
((equal? focus 'node)
(set! ksnode (norder npl contenders nil)) )
; Else choose the list based on focus=NODE 
; and build a KScontenders list ordered by NPL 
; priority.
(t nil)
)
)
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(define (norder npl contenders newlist)
; This function steps through the NodePriorityList 
; to build a NewList which orders the contenders 
; according to the given node priority.
; Usage: (setl ksnode (norder npl contenders nil)) 
(cond
((null npl) newlist)
((order2 (car npl) contenders newlist)
(set! newlist (order2 (car npl) contenders 
newlist))
(norder (cdr npl) contenders newlist))
(t (norder (cdr npl) contenders newlist) )
)
)
(define (order2 node contenders newlist)
; Supports the function NORDER.
; Searches CONTENDERS for the NODE, if found it adds 
; it to the NewList of KSs sorted by node priority in 
; DESCENDING order.
(cond
((null contenders) newlist)
((member node (car contenders))
(set! newlist (addtoset (car contenders) 
newlist))
(order2 node (cdr contenders) newlist) )
(t (order2 node (cdr contenders) newlist) )
)
)
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; File: BTRIGGER.S
; Date: Feb 2, 1991
; By: Michael Collins
; Description: This file contains the trigger mechanisms
; for the KSs. This file must be updated
; as KSs are modified or added to the
; system.
; Contents: TRIGGER, TRIGGERACCT, TRIGGERPLAN, &
; TRIGGERPROD.
(define (trigger ks)
; Call the appropriate trigger mechanism.
; Used by CHECKTRIGGER.
(cond ((equal? ks 'acct) (triggeracct))
((equal? ks 'prod) (triggerprod))
((equal? ks 'plan) (triggerplan))
(t nil) ; No KS was triggered.
)
)
(define (triggeracct)
; If 'shifts now' or 'built were' is involved, or both, 
; ACCT triggers.
(cond ((member 'were (get 'built 'verb))
(setl contenders
(addtoset '(acct built were) contenders)) )
)
(cond
((member 'now (get 'shifts 'verb))
(set 1 contenders
(addtoset '(acct shifts now) contenders)) )
(t nil)
)
)
(define (triggerprod)
; If 'built arebeing' or 'built canbe' is involved, or 
; both, PROD triggers.
(cond ((member 'arebeing (get 'built 'verb))
(setl contenders
(addtoset '(prod built arebeing) contenders)) )
)
(cond
((member 'canbe (get 'built 'verb))
(setl contenders
(addtoset '(prod built canbe) contenders)) )
(t nil)
)
8 0
(define (triggerplan)
;if 'shifts possible' or 'built shouldbe' is involved, or 
; both, PLAN triggers.
(cond ((member 'shouldbe (get 'built 'verb))
(set 1 contenders
(addtoset '(plan built shouldbe) contenders)) )
)
(cond
((member 'possible (get 'shifts 'verb))
(set 1 contenders
(addtoset '(plan shifts possible) contenders)) ) 
(t nil)
)
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; File: BKS.S
; Date: Feb 3, 1991
; By: Michael Collins
; Description: This file contains the "top" level KS
; function definitions. Top level
; indicates the KS here is an interface
; between the BlackBoard Control and the KS.
; The function may do its own processing or
; serve merely to invoke and translate for
; the KS written elsewhere or in another
; language.
; Contents: ACCT, PLAN, PLAN_SHOULDBE, PROD, PROD_AREBEING,
; & PROD_CANBE.
(define (prod object)
(cond
(explain (newline) (princ " this is production..") 
(princ object) )
)
; Object values = (built arebeing) & (built canbe)
(cond
((equal? (cadr object) 'canbe) (prod_canbe)) 
((equal? (cadr object) 'arebeing) (prod_arebeing)) 
(t nil)
)
)
(define (prod_arebeing)
(define data (get-data prod-tanks-under-construction)) 
(putprop 'arebeing data 'value)
(removeQ 'arebeing 'built 'verb)
(print (cons data '(TANKS AREBEING BUILT)))
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(define (prod_canbe)
(define valuenow (get 'now 'value))
(define valuepossible (get 'possible 'value))
(define data (get-data prod-tanks-per-shift))
; See if there are already facts on the BB about # of
; shifts and get the possible number of tanks maximum per
; shift.
(cond
((null (or valuenow (member 'now 
(get 'shifts 'verb))) )
(interpret '(how many shifts now)) )
; If there is no value for # of shifts now
; OR the question has not been asked, ask itl 
((null (or valuepossible (member 'possible
(get 'shifts 'verb))) )
(interpret '(how many shifts possible)) )
; If there is no value for # of shifts possible
; OR the question has not been asked, ask itl
((and valuenow valuepossible)
; Both values exist and contribute to the 
; answer.
(putprop 'canbe (* data valuepossible) 'value) 
(removeQ 'canbe 'built 'verb)
; Remove the question and add the fact to the 
; BB.
(print (cons (* data valuepossible)
'(tanks canbe built using ,valuepossible 
shifts))) )
(t nil)
)
)
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(define (acct object)
(define data ())
(cond
(explain (newline) (princ " this is accounting..") 
(princ object))
)
; Object values = (built were) & (shifts now)
(cond
((equal? (cadr object) 'now)
; Add the facts to the BB and remove the 
; question.
(setl data (get-data acct-shifts-now)) 
(putprop 'now data 'value)
(removeQ 'now 'shifts 'verb)
(print (cons data '(shifts now))) )
((equal? (cadr object) 'were)
; Add the facts to the BB and remove the 
; question.
(setl data (get-data acct-tanks-shipped)) 
(putprop 'were data 'value)
(removeQ 'were 'built 'verb)
(print (cons data '(tanks were built))) )
(t nil)
)
)
(define (plan object)
(define data ())
(cond
(explain (newline) (princ " this is planning.." ) 
(princ object) )
)
; Object values = (built shouldbe) & (shifts possible) 
(cond
((equal? (cadr object) 'possible)
; Add the facts to the BB and remove the 
; question.
(setl data (get-data plan-shifts-possible)) 
(putprop 'possible data 'value)
(removeQ 'possible 'shifts 'verb)
(print (cons data '(possible shifts))) ) 
((equal? (cadr object) 'shouldbe) (plan_shouldbe)) 
(t nil)
)
)
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(define (plan_shouldbe)
(define valuecanbe (get 'canbe 'value))
(define data ())
; Check the BB for this fact.
(cond
((null (or valuecanbe (member 'canbe 
(get 'built 'verb))) )
(interpret '(how many tanks canbe built)) ) 
; If there is no value for # of tanks canbe
; built now OR the question has not been asked,
; ask itl 
((not (null valuecanbe))
; If the answer exits, remove the question from 
; the BB.
(removeQ 'shouldbe 'built 'verb)
(setl data (get-data plan-tanks-possible)) 
(print (cons data '(tanks shouldbe built))) ) 
(t nil) ; If you cannot add to the BB,
) ; return NIL.
)
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File Name: 
Date:
By:
BSETUP.S 
Feb 10, 1991 
Michael Collins
Description: This file contain definitions and
'conversions' to make some of Scheme act 
more like other LISPs.
Contains the INTERPRET function and its 
supporters.
(Much of this file based on Tanimoto's 
Linneus.)
Contents: ADDPARENT, ADDSUBSET, ADDSUPERSET, ADDTOSET, 
ADDVERB, APPLY3, APPLYF, ATOM, GET, INTERPRET, 
MATCH, MATCHARTICLE,
MATCHVERB, NULL, SET, ZEROP & some variable 
definitions.
NOTE: INTERPRET is the function that puts things on 
the BB.
; BEGINNING OF SCHEME DEFINITIONS & "CONVERSIONS" 
(define textin ()) 
isaflag ()) 
includeflag ())
Y ()) 
x ( ) )
articlel ()) 
article2 ()) 
verbl ())
(get item link)
(null 1st) (eq?
(define
(define
(define
(define
(define
(define
(define
(define
(define
(define
(define
(cond
(zerop n ) 
(set a b) 
((equal? 
((equal? 
((equal? 
((equal? 
((equal?
(getprop item 
1st nil))
link))
; scheme definition
(equal? n 0))
)
)
(t
a 'x ) (set 1 x b )) 
a ' y ) (set! y b )) 
a 'articlel) (setl 
a 'article2) (setl 
a 'verbl) (setl 
;added for new rule 
(print 'no_set))
articlel b)) 
article2 b)) 
verbl b))
(define (atom p) (atom? p))
(define (applyf f arg) (eval (cons f (list (list 'quote 
(car arg) )) )))
; used in match to apply a 
; function to an atomic argument.
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(define (apply3 f arg) (eval (cons f (list (list 'quote arg))
))) ; Used to apply a function to a argument list.
; END OF SCHEME DEFINITIONS & "CONVERSIONS"
(define (matchverb x) (member x npl) )
; NPL is the Node Priority List from BUSER.S file.
(define (addtoset elt 1st)
(cond ((member elt 1st) 1st) (t (cons elt 1st)) ))
(define (addparent aname x)
(putprop aname (addtoset x
(get aname 'howmany)) 'howmany))
(define (addverb aname x)
(putprop aname (addtoset x (get aname 'verb)) 'verb))
(define (match p s) ; see page 64 in Tanimoto
(cond
((null p ) (null s ))
((atom (car p))
( and s
(equal? (car p) (car s))
(match (cdr p) (cdr s)) ) )
((and 
s
(eq? (caar p) '?) )
(cond ((match (cdr p) (cdr s))
(set (cadar p) (car s)) t)
(t nil) ) )
((eq? (caar p) '*)
(cond
((and s (match (cdr p) (cdr s )))
(set (cadar p) (list (car s))) t)
((match (cdr p) s )
(set (cadar p) nil) t)
((and s (match p (cdr s)))
(set (cadar p) (cons (car s) (eval (cadar p)))) t)
(t nil) ) )
((and s (applyf (caar p) (list (car s)))
(match (cdr p) (cdr s)) )
(set (cadar p) (car s) ) t)
(t nil) )
)
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(define (interpret text)
(cond
(explain (newline) (princ "Placed on BlackBoard ") 
(princ text) )
)
(cond
; An IDSS1 rule
; for statements such as
; '(how many tanks were built)'
; THIS RULE BUILDS THE NET
((match '(how many (? y) (matchverb verbl)
(? x )) text)
(addparent x y) ; create a parent HOWMANY link
(addverb x verbl) ; create a verb node list
; {verbl} <— verb—  {built} — howmany— > {tanks}
'OK ) ; Return something if successful.
; for statements such as '(how many shifts now)'
; THIS RULE BUILDS THE NET 
((match '(how many (? x) (matchverb verbl) ) text) 
(addverb x verbl) ; create a verb node list
; {verbl} <— verb—  {shifts}
'OK ) ; Return something if successful.
; rule for all other inputs 
(t (princ '(I do not understand)))
)
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; File: BSUPPORT.S
; Date: Feb 10, 1991
; By: Michael Collins
; Description: This file contains Blackboard System
; support functions.
; Contents: CHECKTRIGGER, CLEAR, CLEAR-FACTS, CONTENDERS,
; GET-DATA, KSNODE, & REMOVEQ.
(define (clear) (clear-facts npl))
; A short-cut setup for the CLEAR_FACTS function.
(define (clear-facts arg)
; Clear the BB of facts. This would normally be used 
; only when the need is to start from scratch.
(cond
((null arg) nil)
(t (remprop (car arg) 'value)
(clear-facts (cdr arg)) )
)
)
(define (removeQ prop subject link)
; Delete a property from a list of properties.
; This effectively removes questions from the BB.
; It is used after the question has been answered.
(cond
(explain (newline)
(princ " Removing HOWMANY ") (princ subject) 
(princ " ") (princ prop) )
)
(putprop subject (delete! prop (get subject link)) link)
)
(define contenders ())
; The list of KSs whose trigger conditions have 
; been met along with their triggering node.
; Placed in order according to KS priority.
(define KSNode ())
; The list of KSs and the node which triggered each one.
; Placed in order according to the triggering NODE.
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(define (checktrigger kslist)
; Make a list of all the KSs that can contribute to a 
; solution and produce the list according to the given 
; priority of KSs.
; NOTE: "contenders" is a global variable.
(cond ((null kslist) contenders)
((trigger (car kslist))
(checktrigger (cdr kslist)) )
(t (checktrigger (cdr kslist)) )
)
)
(define (get-data file-name)
; Reads a file & returns the data.
(define data ())
(define file ())
(set! file (open-input-file file-name))
(set! data (read file))
(close-input-port file) 
data
APPENDIX B
SAMPLE RUN 
OK
[4] (setl explain t)
#T
[5] (idss)
(THIS IS THE INTELLIGENT DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM) 
(ASK A QUESTION) (how many shifts now)
Placed on BlackBoard (HOW MANY SHIFTS NOW)
The question list ((ACCT SHIFTS NOW)) 
this is accounting..(SHIFTS NOW)
Removing HOWMANY SHIFTS NOW 
(2 SHIFTS NOW)
The question list ()
CONTROL_FINISHED
[6] (clear)
()
[7] (idss)
(THIS IS THE INTELLIGENT DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM) 
(ASK A QUESTION) (how many tanks were built)
Placed on BlackBoard (HOW MANY TANKS WERE BUILT) 
The question list ((ACCT BUILT WERE)) 
this is accounting..(BUILT WERE)
Removing HOWMANY BUILT WERE 
(8 TANKS WERE BUILT)
The question list ()
CONTROL_FINISHED
[8] (clear)
( )
[9] (idss)
(THIS IS THE INTELLIGENT DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM) 
(ASK A QUESTION) (how many shifts possible)
Placed on BlackBoard (HOW MANY SHIFTS POSSIBLE) 
The question list ((PLAN SHIFTS POSSIBLE)) 
this is planning..(SHIFTS POSSIBLE)
Removing HOWMANY SHIFTS POSSIBLE 
(3 POSSIBLE SHIFTS)
The question list ()
CONTROL FINISHED
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[10] (clear)
()
[11] (idss)
(THIS IS THE INTELLIGENT DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM)
(ASK A QUESTION) (how many tanks arebeing built)
Placed on BlackBoard (HOW MANY TANKS AREBEING BUILT)
The question list ((PROD BUILT AREBEING)) 
this is production..(BUILT AREBEING)
Removing HOWMANY BUILT AREBEING 
(3 TANKS AREBEING BUILT)
The question list ()
CONTROL_FINISHED
[12] (clear)
()
[13] (idss)
(THIS IS THE INTELLIGENT DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM)
(ASK A QUESTION) (how many tanks canbe built)
Placed on BlackBoard (HOW MANY TANKS CANBE BUILT)
The question list ((PROD BUILT CANBE)) 
this is production..(BUILT CANBE)
Placed on BlackBoard (HOW MANY SHIFTS NOW)
The question list ((PROD BUILT CANBE) (ACCT SHIFTS NOW)) 
this is production..(BUILT CANBE)
Placed on BlackBoard (HOW MANY SHIFTS POSSIBLE)
The question list ((PLAN SHIFTS POSSIBLE) (PROD BUILT CANBE) 
(ACCT SHIFTS NOW))
this is planning..(SHIFTS POSSIBLE)
Removing HOWMANY SHIFTS POSSIBLE 
(3 POSSIBLE SHIFTS)
The question list ((PROD BUILT CANBE) (ACCT SHIFTS NOW)) 
this is production..(BUILT CANBE) 
this is accounting..(SHIFTS NOW)
Removing HOWMANY SHIFTS NOW 
(2 SHIFTS NOW)
The question list ((PROD BUILT CANBE)) 
this is production..(BUILT CANBE)
Removing HOWMANY BUILT CANBE 
(12 TANKS CANBE BUILT USING 3 SHIFTS)
The question list ()
CONTROL_FINISHED
[14] (clear)
()
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SAMPLE RUN -  PR IO R ITY  CHANGE IN  FOCUS
FOCUS = KS
ks = (ACCT PROD PLAN) {increasing order}
(THIS IS THE INTELLIGENT DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM) (ASK A 
QUESTION)
(how many tanks shouldbe built)
Placed on BlackBoard
(HOW MANY TANKS SHOULDBE BUILT)
The question list 
((PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE))
this is planning..(BUILT SHOULDBE)
Placed on BlackBoard
(HOW MANY TANKS CANBE BUILT)
The question list 
((PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE)
(PROD BUILT CANBE)) 
this is planning..(BUILT SHOULDBE) 
this is production..(BUILT CANBE)
Placed on BlackBoard 
(HOW MANY SHIFTS NOW)
The question list 
((PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE)
(PROD BUILT CANBE)
(ACCT SHIFTS NOW))
this is planning..(BUILT SHOULDBE) 
this is production..(BUILT CANBE)
Placed on BlackBoard 
(HOW MANY SHIFTS POSSIBLE)
The question list 
((PLAN SHIFTS POSSIBLE)
(PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE)
(PROD BUILT CANBE)
(ACCT SHIFTS NOW))
this is planning..(SHIFTS POSSIBLE)
Removing HOWMANY SHIFTS POSSIBLE 
(3 POSSIBLE SHIFTS)
The question list 
((PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE)
(PROD BUILT CANBE)
(ACCT SHIFTS NOW))
this is planning..(BUILT SHOULDBE) 
this is production..(BUILT CANBE)
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this is accounting..(SHIFTS NOW) 
Removing HOWMANY SHIFTS NOW 
(2 SHIFTS NOW)
The question list 
((PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE)
(PROD BUILT CANBE)) 
this is planning..(BUILT SHOULDBE) 
this is production..(BUILT CANBE) 
Removing HOWMANY BUILT CANBE 
(12 TANKS CANBE BUILT USING 3 SHIFTS)
The question list ((PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE)) 
this is planning..(BUILT SHOULDBE) 
Removing HOWMANY BUILT SHOULDBE 
(17 TANKS SHOULDBE BUILT)
The question list ( )
CONTROL FINISHED
FOCUS = NODE
npl = (AREBEING SHOULDBE CANBE WERE POSSIBLE NOW)
(THIS IS THE INTELLIGENT DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM) (ASK A 
QUESTION)
(how many tanks shouldbe built)
Placed on Blackboard
(HOW MANY TANKS SHOULDBE BUILT)
The question list 
((PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE))
this is planning..(BUILT SHOULDBE)
Placed on Blackboard
(HOW MANY TANKS CANBE BUILT)
The question list 
((PROD BUILT CANBE)
(PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE)) 
this is production..(BUILT CANBE)
Placed on Blackboard 
(HOW MANY SHIFTS NOW)
The question list 
((ACCT SHIFTS NOW)
(PROD BUILT CANBE)
(PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE)) 
this is accounting..(SHIFTS NOW)
Removing HOWMANY SHIFTS NOW 
(2 SHIFTS NOW)
The question list 
((PROD BUILT CANBE)
(PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE)) 
this is production..(BUILT CANBE) 
Placed on Blackboard 
(HOW MANY SHIFTS POSSIBLE)
The question list 
((PLAN SHIFTS POSSIBLE)
(PROD BUILT CANBE)
(PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE)) 
this is planning..(SHIFTS POSSIBLE) 
Removing HOWMANY SHIFTS POSSIBLE 
(3 POSSIBLE SHIFTS)
The question list 
((PROD BUILT CANBE)
(PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE)) 
this is production..(BUILT CANBE) 
Removing HOWMANY BUILT CANBE 
(12 TANKS CANBE BUILT USING 3 SHIFTS)
The question list 
((PLAN BUILT SHOULDBE))
this is planning..(BUILT SHOULDBE) 
Removing HOWMANY BUILT SHOULDBE 
(17 TANKS SHOULDBE BUILT)
The question list ()
CONTROL FINISHED
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